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User Profile & Usage Situation

Bert likes to read books with his grandkids
§ Bert is surrounded with Harry Potter fans.  

Everyone in his family has read all the books.
§ Bert has hard time remembering all the facts.
§ He has all the books in his library, but it is 

hard to search these books for specific facts.
• He is getting the grand kids interested in 

reading these books.
• He would like to use a chatbot to:
• Ask questions about Harry Potter 

character and events.
• He would like to use the chatbot to get 

grandkids engaged with the Harry Potter 
books.

Grandfather reading a Harry Potter book to twin grand 
children. Grandfather is a bald gentleman in his 60s with 
eye glasses. Grandkids are 8 years old boys, both with 
glasses. They are sitting in an arm chair with grandfather 
in the middle and both grand kids around him on the 
arms of the arm chair.

Image created using Dalle-3. 
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Assignment 1: Prompt Engineering

Bert can interact 
with the chatbot to 
ask specific 
questions about 
Harry Potter books.

You are an expert with knowledge about Harry Potter books and movies whose primary goal is to help users with 
searching for characters, relationships and spells in Harry Potter books.  You are friendly and chatty. You only provide 
factual answers to queries and do not provide answers that are not related to Harry Potter books.  Your audience is 
children.  Use leading questions to get the conversation going.  Ask them to explore characters, relationships and spells. System

Prompt
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Assignment 1: Prompt Engineering

Bert can use a 
follow-on question 
to get more 
information about 
“Wingardium 
Leviosa”.
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Assignment 1: Prompt Engineering

Someone 
mentioned 
Vermillious at the 
dinner table.  What 
is it?

But where can I 
find it in the Harry 
Potter books?
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Assignment 1: Prompt Engineering

Let’s make a list of 
spells.
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• For Assignment 2, load a 
list of spells

Assignment 2: Classification / Knowledge Graph

Name of Spell First Introduced by Subsequent Users How was Spell Used
Lumos Albus Dumbledore Harry Potter To create light
Expelliarmus Severus Snape Harry Potter To disarm opponents
Avada Kedavra Voldemort Death Eaters To kill opponents
Alohomora Hermione Granger Harry Potter To unlock doors
Accio Barty Crouch Jr. Harry Potter To summon objects

Lumos

Albus Dumbledore

Introduced-by

Subsequent Users

Harry Potter Remus Lupin
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Let’s use the 
Spell examples 
so our chatbot 
can spot them.

Assignment 2: Classification / Knowledge Graph
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Need for Embedding….

Bert would like to read a 
specific book and find 
specific pages and 
passages.  For that, he 
would like to upload a book 
and search from it.  These 
are big books and will not fit 
into the working space of 
chatGPT models.
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Assignment 3: Bring Your Document

Let’s load a book and read 
passages from that book
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• When you upload a document:
• software uses a Computer 

Vision program to divide the 
document into paragraphs. 

• It aggregates these 
paragraphs into pages.

• It created double pages by 
aggregating adjacent pages.

• It creates a vector data base 
for each double page.

•  For a specific search, it finds 
the double pages that match 
the search.

• It uses a generative engine to 
respond to the user question 
using the chosen double 
pages.

Divide Document into 
paragraphs

Aggregate paragraphs into 
pages

Aggregate pages into double 
pages

Convert double page into vector 
database

Convert query to 
Vector

Search and find 
double page

Respond using 
chosen pages

Vector 
DB

Input 
Document

Assignment 3: Bring Your Document
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• Now let’s go after the 
specific pages for 
Wingardium Leviosa.  The 
chatbot was able to find 
specific passages on 
pages 124-125.

Assignment 3: Bring Your Document
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• Let’s find a couple of 
other spells.  It finds two 
more ….

Assignment 3: Bring Your Document
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• So now you can find 
spells in other books….

Assignment 3: Bring Your Document
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Assignment 4: Test & Improve

• Each time you run the assignment; you are likely to 
get a different response.

• Some of these responses may not be accurate.
• Three sources of errors:

• E1: Your prompts may not correct
• E2: Information contained in the model may not 

be correct
• E3: Statistical algorithms may provide incorrect 

result
• You have full control over E1.  
• In this assignment, you will experiment with E1 and 

find ways to improve results by changing your 
prompts.
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Assignment 4: Test & Improve

Test and improve Classification
• Hallucinations are often created by models when 

provide a prompt that does not have a valid response 
or if you keep repeating a prompt as the model 
responds with less confidence.

• The search and discovery will be as good as the 
prompts and classification knowledge.   If your 
classification is described using incomplete or 
ambiguous terms, you will get incorrect information.

Could we test both ideas.

Prompt

A1: High Conf

A2: Medium  
Conf

A3: Low Conf 
or imaginary

Prompt Response

Private 
Knowledge

Prompt

Private 
Knowledge
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Assignment 1 

1. Which approach are you going to use? KNO v/s Public LLM?

2. What kind of generative solution is required – summarization vs QA vs translation vs code 
design?

3. Even if you are using KNO, how will you decide the chunkification, embedding, prompt 
engineering and tokens?

4. Do you need to build a chatbot, co-pilot or agent?
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Thanks.  
For questions, please contact

nsathi@aaii.ai


